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ABSTRACT

A representative sample of Lynchburg, Virginia public school chil-

dren were tested on racial attitudes in 1972 just as racial balance was

instituted throughout the school system. In 1976, after four years of
study

racial balance, the 1972/was replicated in crder to find out if changes

had taken place in racial attitudes. It was found that racial attitudes

between the races (black and white) were more favorable, that social dis-

tance between the races had decreased slightly, and that there was greater

racial self-acceptance and a more favorable own-race evaluat:l_on by both

races in 1976. These findings gave limited support to the structural-

normative theory of prejudice and to the equal-status contact theory.

They also suggested that racial attitudes were more likely to,become

more favorable under racial balance if certain conditions were present.
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INTRODUCTION

Beginning with the 1971-72 school term the public schools of Lynchburg,

Virginia were racially balanced. In the elementary and junior high schools

this was achieved by busing; in the high schools it was achieved by having

all 9th and 10th grade students attend the same school, and by having all

llth and 12th graders attend the same school. The two races involved are

blacks (Afro-Americans) and whites (Euro -Americans),1 making up approximately

one-third and two-thirds of the school population respectively. Early in 1972

the author made a study of racial attitudes of Lynchburg school children (Mor -

land, 1972) in order to provide a base-line measurement at the time racial

balance was instituted. In the spring of 1976, four years later, the 1972

study was replicated in order to find out what was happening to racial atti-

tudes under racial balance. This report gives the findings of the 1976 atudy.

The replication study had several objectives. First, it sought to test

the structural-normative theory of racial attitudes, namely that such attitudes

are a function of social structure and norms rather than being the product of

particular personality traits or an innate consciousnees of kind (riestie, 1964;

Morland, 1969; Westie and Morland, 1971). The instituting of racial balance

altered social structures and norms in the public schools. Consequently, it

could be expected that changes in attitudes would result, provided the period

of time was sufficient for the alterations in structure and norms. The earlier

study modified the structural-normative theory by showing that the American

1. The author prefers the more neutral terms "Afro-American" and "Euro-
American" to the more commonly used "black" and "white." However, all four
terms will be used to designate the two races. (See Nilliams and Morland, 1976).
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norm was not one of the high evaluation of Euro-Americans by all Americans,

as implied in previous studies (Bogardus, 1958; Morland, 1958; 1962; 1963a;

1966; 1969; Westie ane Morland, 1971), but rather the American norm is that

persons should place the highest evaluation on their own race (Morland and

Suthers, 1975). Thus, under racial balance Afro-American children would be

expected to rate their own race more favorably at an earlier age than they

did in 1971-72. Second, the atudy sought to provide a test for the equal-

status contact theory. Under such a theory it is to be expected that racial

bias would be reduced with racial balance (Pettigrew, 1971; VanderZanden, 1972:

460-69). Racial balance presumably provides for a greater opportunity to

know members of another race as individuals than was the case under racial

segregation. As a result, it should be less likely that school children will

react to members of the other race in a categorical, stereotyped fashion.

Third, the study tried to throw light on the question of what happens to self-

esteem under racial integration (Asher and Allen, 1969). One hypothesis is

that the feelings of self-acceptance and competence of minority children are

enhanced (Erickson, 1950; White, 1959), while the other predicts that self-

acceptance and competence will be lowered because of more frequent comparisons

and direct competition with the more advantaged majority (Pettigrew, 1967).

Finally, it was hoped that practical contributions could be made. School ad-

ministrators and teachers might be better informed regarding what is happening

to the attitudes of their students under racial balance. The research could

give a more carefully measured finding than could be gained from impressions,

rumors, and dramatic events.

This report of findings is divided into two parts, as was true of the

earlier study. The first part deals with pupils in kindergarten through the

third grade, and the second with pupils in the sixth, eighth, tenth, and

twelfth grades.

8
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PART I. RACIAL ATTITUDES OF YOUNGER CHIIDREN

The Sample

The 1972 procedure for drawing the sample of younger children was fol

lowed in the 1976 study. Lists of names of pupils in the public schools,

arranged alphabetically by year of birth, sex, and race, were obtained from

the Lynchburg schools. From these lists a five percent random sample was

drawn of pupils born in 1970, 1969, 1968, and 1967, almost the same as those

in kindergarten through the third grade. The parents of those selected were

written a letter explaining the project and asking for permission to inter

view their child in their home. A card was enclosed so that parents could

sign to indicate their approval of the interview and suggest a time for a

visit from the interviewer. Copies of the letter and card are found in

Appendix A. From the initial mailing there was a 65 percent response from

parents, so additional names were drawn at random until the five percent

goal was reached. The total in the final sample was 157, reflecting very

closely the age, race, and sex distribution of children in kindergarten

and the first three grades of the public schools.

Data Collection

The measuring instrument used to tebt racial attitudes was the Morland

Picture Interview (MPI), exactly the same instrument employed in the 1972

study. The MPI consists of six 8 x 10 color photographs about which ques

tions are asked. The photographs were made by a professional photographer,

and the Afro and EuroAmerican children and adults who served as models

were chosen so that there would be variety in skin color and hair form.

Nonracial characteristics, including dress and facial expressions, were

kept as similar as possible. The children were of ages four through seven,

and the adults were of ages similar to those of the parents of the children,

9
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and in most cases they were the actual parents of the children.

The following description of the photographs is given in the order in

which they are shown to the respondent:

Photograph 1. Six children of the respondent's race, three boys and
three girls, sitting at a table drinking punch and eating cookies.

Photograph 2. Six children of the other race, three boys and three
girls, sitting at the same table drinking punch and eating cookies.

Photograph 3. Six men, three of each race, holding cups and looking
at a buok.

Photograph 4. Six women, three of each race, holding cups and talking
with one another.

Photograph 5. Six girls, three of each race, sitting around a table
and looking at books.

Photograph 6. Six boys, three of each race, sitting around the same
table and looking at books.

Interviewers were carefully trained in the administration of the MPI

and the use of a precoded sheet to record answers. They interviewed children

only of their own race. When in the home, the interviewers requested to be

alone with the respondent, and this request was almost always granted. An

interview took from six to ten minutes, and, as promised, the child was given

a present at the end of the questioning.
2

The respondents were shown the set of photographs twice. The first time

no mention of race was made, and the respondents were asked which of the

children in the photographs they would be willing to play with, which they

looked most like, which they would rather be, which was the best looking,

which was the best student, and which was the nicest. They were also asked

which of the men looked most like their father, and which woman looked most

2. The interviewers were Robin Chambers, Robin Giorgi, and Lyn Morland.
Leighton Clarke and Linda Quintero helped to draw the sample and send out
letters, Robin Giorgi, Ellie Hellstern, Kathy Morland, and Lyn Morland helped
with the data analysis, and Linda Kelley typed the entire manuscript. The
author gratefully acknowledges the help of these college students.
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like their mother. The second time the photographs were shown, the respon-

dents were asked for each picture whether they saw a black person, a white

person, a colored person, a Negro, and a Caucasian. The complete set of

questions used in the interview is found in Appendix B.3

The interview was designed to determine the following aspects of racial

atitudes: racial acceptance; racial preference; racial self-preference;

perception of racial similarity of self and of parents; racial bias; and

racial classification ability. The findings for each of these aspects in

the 1976 study will be compared with the findings in 1972.

Racial-Adceptance

Respondents were given three chances to say if they would like to play

with children of their own race and three chances to say if they would like

io.-; play with children of the other race. They were asked both about groups

and about individuals of both sexes. For Photographs 1 and 2 (groups),

Photograph 5 (girls), and Photograph 6 (boys), the questions were, "Would

you like to play with these children (or this child)?" followed by "Why?"

Of "Why not?" The reSiionses were scored as "Acceptance" if respondents indi-

cated a majority of times that they would like to play with those in ques-

tion, "Nonacceptance" if they said most frequently they would not like'to

play with those in the photographs for any non-racial reason, and "Rejection"

if they said they would not Iike to play with those depicted for racial

reasons04 Table 1 shows no significant difference between the two time

3. There is also a full description of the MPI, including tests of
validity and race-of-examiner effects in Williams and Morland, 1976:
183-84; 329-35.

4. An answer scored as "Nonacceptance" was: "Because I don't know who
he is." Answers scored as "Rejection" were: "Because white children are
mean," and "I don't like blacks."

11
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beriois for either race in own-race acceptance. The great majority of both

ac,'a readily accepted the models of their own race,-and no reaLondeat rejected

one of his own race. There was an increase in even greater acceptance in

bc.'ch aca1 categories in 1976, but the differences were not statistically

signLficant.

Table 1. Acceptance of Own Race by Public
N.Lre, by Race, in 1972 and 1976

Scnool Pupils of Ages Six:through

Racial Category
Yea-

Acceptance
(Percent)

Nonacceptance
(Percent)

Rejection
(Percent)

Afr)-knenican: 1972 (N=50) 92.0 6.0 0.0
1976 (N=51) 96.1 3.9 o.o

a-r:-AmerLcan: 1972 (N=103) 9,3 9.7 0.0
1976 (N=106) 2.8 0.0

Table 2 gives the results for the acceptance of the other race. Afro-

Lan students in 1976 did not differ significantly from ;,hose in 1972 in

willlngness to accept the Euro-American models in the photographs, with

over three-fourths accepting them in both years. However, there was a

_atally significant increase in the acceptance of Afro-American children

E.....o-Am-4,ri7ars, and, Lnterestinz1y, just about the same bercentage of the

:IiIdren accepted Afro children in 1976 as Afro children accepted Euro

Ta171e 2. .k.eptance of Other Race by Public School Pupils of Ages Six through
Ra, ;n 1972 and 1976

Catezory
Year

Acceptance
(Percent)

Nonacceptance
(Percent)

Rejection
(Percent)

A_7-..-American: 1972 _(N=50) 86.o 8.0 6,0
1976 (N=51) 84.3 9.8 5.9

E.zr-c-Amerin: 1972 (N=103)* 66.0 15.5 18.5
1976 (N=106) 83.0 10.4 6.6

*Signif.-icantly different from Euro-American: 1976 at .02 level, by X2 test.

12
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children in 1976. This finding can be interpreted as giving support to the

equalstatus contact theory, which* in turn supports the structural-normative

theory. As white children met black children in a situation of greater equality

in status, brought about by a change in structure, the whites were significantly

more likely.to accept blacks and far less likely or racial

reasOns.

Racial Preference

Immediately following each of the questions on acceptance, the respondent6

were asked which ones in the photographs they would prefer to play with if they

could not play with them all. They were asked to choose between the two racial

groups of children (Photographs 1 and 2), between girls of the two races (Pho-

tograph 5), and between boys of the two races (Photograph 6). Replies were

scored as "Prefer Own," "Prefer Other," or "Prefer Neither," depending on the

most frequent response. Table 3 compares the replies for the two races in

1972 and 1976. There are several significant differences in the findings.

Both Afro- and Euro-American children were more likely in 1976 than in 1972

pr-s,fer models of their own race. This change might be expected from the

Table 3. Racial 'Preference of.Public School Pupils of Ages Six through Nine,
by Race, in 1972 and 1976

Raal Category
and Year

Prefer Own
(Percent)

Prefer Other
(Percert)

Prefer Neither
(Percent)-

.Afro-American: 1972 (N=50)* 54.0 26.0 20.0
1976 (N=51)** 64.7 33.3 2.0

Eurc-American: 1972 (N=103)* 78.6 6.8 14.6
1976 (N=106) 88.7 7.5 3.8

*Significantly different from Afro-American: 1976 at .02 level, by X2 test.
**Significantly different from Euro-American: 1976 at .001 level, by X2 test.
'Significantly different from Euro-American: 1976 at .001 level, by 12 test.

13
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equal-status contact theory so far as Afro children, but not for the Ebro

children. Nor would the logic of equal-status contact predict the increase

in Afro,-American preference for the other race and the significant decrease

in both racial groupings in the "Prefer Neither" category. Perhaps some Of

the decrease in the latter category and the increase in preference for own

race can be related to greater clarity by the respondents of the iricar

norm that a person should prefer and identify with his own racial groupinp

(Morland and Suthers, 1975). However, it should be noted also that Ebro

children were significantly more likely to prefer models of their raCe than

Afro children to prefer models of their race both in 1976 as well hs in 1972.

In all likelihood this difference is a reflection of the continued superior .

place of Euro-Americans in the American social structure.

Racial Self7Preference

Racial self-preference was determined by asking the respondents which

of the models in the photographs they would rather be. Girls were shown

Photograph 5 and boys Photograph 6, and they were asked in regard to each

of the racial pairs in the photographs, "Would you rather be this girl'(boy),

or this one?" Then pointing-to all of the children in the picture, the

interviewer asked, "WhichOne. would you most rather be?" Answers to this

citiestion are summarized in:Table 4. For both Afro and Euro respondents

there was an increase in:Self-preference for one's own race, with the difference

ceing statistically significant for the Euro but not for the Afro children.

Tnis can be interpreted to mean that there was an increased tendency to

conform.to the 'American norm that a person should prefer and identify with

his own racial category. As was true in the racial preference findings,

however, the Euro respondents were significantly more likely to indicate

14
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a self-preference for models of their own race than were the Afro respon-

dents, a finding that can be interpreted as reflecting the more favorable

position of whites in American society.

Table 4. Racial Self-Preference of.Public School Pupils of Ages Six through
Nine, by Race, in 1972 and 1976

Racial Category
and Year

Prefer Own
(Percent)

Prefer Other
(Percent)

Prefer Neither
(Percent)

Afro-American: 1972 (N=50) 64.0 32.0 4.0
1976 (N=51)* 70.6 29.4 0.0

Euro-American: 1972 (N=103)** 12.6 8.7
1976 (N=106) 91.5 7.5 0.9

*Significantly different from Euro-American: 1976 at .01 level by X2 test.
**Significantly different from Euro-American: 1976 at .02 level by X2.test.

Perce tion of Racial Similarity

Three measures were made of the respondents1 perception of racial

similarity: to self, to father, and to mother. In the earlier study these

measures were called racial-self identification responses. The expression,

"racial self-identification," however, carries a complex of meanings, and

so the term racial similarity has been used because it is more precise and

descriptive.

Similarity to Self. To determine the respondents1 perception of racial

similarity to self, they were shown the photograph of the six children of

their own sex, three of each race, and were asked about each racial pair,

"Which one do you look more like?"-' Subjects were then asked of all six

children in the photograph, "Which one do you look.most like?" Responses

to this latter question are summarized in Table 5. Tum significant differences

appear in the table, similar to some of the findings in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

The 1972 Euro subjects were significantly less likely than the 1976 Euro sub-

jects to say they looked like one of the Euro models, showing a change among

1 5
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the Euro but not among the Afro subjects between the two time periods. It can

also be noted that the Euro-Americans were significantly more likely to say .

they looked like EUro models than the Afro models were to say they looked like

Afro models.

Table 5. Perception of Racial Similarity to Self of Public
Ages Six through Nine, by Race, in 1972 and 1976

Similarity Similarity
Racial Category to Own to Other
and Year (Percent) (Percent)

School Children

Similarity
to Neither
(Percent)

AfrozAmerican: 1972 (N=50) 82.0 I 6.0
1P"6 (N=51)* .6 0.0

Nio-American: 1972 (N=103)4* 78.6 6.8 14.6
1976 (N=106) 96.2 1.9 1.9

*Significantly different from Euro-American: 1976 at .01 level by X2 test.
**Significantly different from Euro-American: 1976 at .001 level by X2 test.

Similarity to Father.' Photograph 3 of,the six: men, three of each race,

was used to determine perception of similarity to father. The subject was

asked for each of the three racial pairs, "Which one looks more like your

father?" and then in regard to all aix, "Which one looks most like your

father?" Table 6 gives the responses of-she two racial groupings in 1972

and in 1976. No statistically signific== differences were found for either

the Afro or Euro subjects when the 1976 results were compared with those of

Table 6. Perception of Racial
dren of Ages Six through Nine,

Similarity to Father of Public School Chil-
by Race, in 1972 and 1976

Racial Category
and Year

Similarity Similarity
to Own to Other

(Percent) (Percent)

Similarity
to Neither
(Percent)

Afro-American: 1972 (N=50) 76.2 14.0 10.0
1976 (N=51) 8T-1 9.8 3.1

Euro-Aneurican: 1972 (N=103) 81:-...-F 2.9 12.6
1976 (IN=106) 8L....= 9.4 5.6

16
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1972. It is also of interest to note that when the Afro and Euro subjects

were compared there were likewise no statistically significant differences,

for the Afro subjects were as likely as the Euro subjects to say that their

fathers looked most like a model of their own race.

Similarity to Mother. The procedure for determining the respondents !

perception of racial similarity of the models to their mothers was similar

to that for the fathers, with the photograph of six women, three of each race,

being used. For each.racial pair in the photograph, subjects were asked which

one looked more like their mother and, the- which of the six looked most

like their mother. The findings are reported in Table 7, which shows that

neither of the races differed significantly in their responses in 1976 from

the ones that had been given in 1972. Once again, however, Euro-American

respondents were significantly more :iks2 4,7 to identif.y their mothers with

one of the Euro models than Afro -American responderrs to identify their

mothers with one of the Afro modelf Das other statistically significant

difference can be noted when the "..t.EF:c ffro-American responses in Tables 6 and

7 are compared. The 1976 Afro res:zocelmats were significantly more likely to

say their fathe=5 looked like one tat the Afro models than they were to say

Table 7. Perception of Racial Sitlilaritz to Mother of Public School Chil-
"dren of Ages Six through Nine, by/ace, in 1972 ant_ 1976,

Racial Category
and Year

SDNiMzeity Similarity Siniasrity
lim Cut to Cther to Neither

(r.t.e* (Percent) (Percent)
m-

Afro-American: 1972 (N=50) --7a.$) 16.0 6.:
1976 (N=51)* 31.4 1.9

Euro-American: 1972 (N=103) BE-4. 2,9 10.6
1976 (N=106) 90-.6 5.6 3. 8

*Significantly different from Euro-Amerinan: 1976 at .001 level by 12 test.

1 1
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that their mothers looked like one of the Afro models. Logically one might

expect that these young children who have probably had much more contact with

their mothers than their fathers would have responded in the opposite way.

This same finding, however, has occu4red in other studies of young Afro-

Americans (Williams'amd Morland, 1976: 199-200) and poses an interesting

problem for investigation.

Racial Bias

Three measures were made of what might be termed racial bias or "positive

prejudice." For Photograph 5 (girls of both races) and Photograph 6 (boys of

both races), the respondents were asked which of the girls was the prettiest

and which of the boys was the best looking, which of the girls and which of

the boys were the best students, and which of the girls and which of the boys

were the nicest. Answers were recorded in terms of the rac.e of the model

selected.

Table 8 sumnarizes the replies to which girl was considered prettiest

and which boy the best looking. There were no statistically significant dif-

ferences between the two years for either the Afro or the Euro respondents,

although both racial groupings increased their "Neither Race" or "Not Sure"

responses in 1976. When the 1972 responses of Afro and Euro subjects were

Table a. Responses of Public School Children of Ages Six:through Nine to the
Questions, "Which Girl Is the Prettiest?" and "Which Boy Is the Best Looking?"
by Race, in 1972 and 1976

Racial Category
and Year

Children Children Neither
of of Race, or

Own Race Other Race Not Sure
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

Afro-American: 1972 (N=50) 46.0 28.0 26.0
1976 (N=51) 45.1 11.8 43.1

Euro-American: 1972 (N=103) 62.1 7.8 30.1
1976 (N=106) 57.5 3.8 38.7

18
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'compared, there was a statistically significant difference, with the Euro

more likely to.choose models of their awn race. However, in 1976 there was

rio statistdcally significant difference between 7..he replies of the Afro and

the Euro subjects.

The replies to the questions of which of the girls and boys, in terms of

the race.of the model, were the nicest are found in Table 9. The Euro-American

Table 9. Responses of Public School Children of Ages Six through Nine to the
Questions, "Which Girl Is the Nicest?" and "Which Boy Is the Nicest?"
by'Rece, in 1972 and 1976

Racial Category
and Year

-. Children. Children Neither
of of Race,or

Cwn Race Other Rade Not_Sure
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

Afro-American:. 1972 (N=50)* 34.0 42.0 24.0
1976 (N=51) 29.4 23.5 47.1

.Euro-American: 1972 (N=103) 51.5 13.. 34.9
1976 (N=106) 49.1 15.1 35.8

*Significantly different from.Afro-American: 1976 at .04 level by X2 test.

sul:jects responded in a similar way in 1976 and 1972, but the Afro-Americans

responded in.a significantly different way in the two 'years. In 1976 fewer

of -une Afro subjects said that Euro models were nicest, and more of them

indicated that the models of one race were no nicer than models of the othr

race. More of the Euro children than Afro children responded that models

their .own race were nicest, but these differendes were not statistically sI:77-

nificant for the 1976 respondents. Ha-ever, there had been a statistically

siF.1-.4_ficant difference between th': 1972 Afro and Euro children. This finl_f_ng

indicates a move toward grate ii1arity of response bz- the two racial

groupinF:s in 1976.

The third question racial bias asked the subjects %Mich-of those
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in the photographs were the best students. The replies are given in Table 10.

Euro-American subjects were significantly more likely to indicate models of

their race than Afro-American subjects were to indicate models of their race,

the same results that had been found in 1972. The 1976 Afro subjects did

not differ significantly from the 1972 Afro subjects, nor did the 1976 Euro

subjects differ significantly from the 1972 Euro subjects.

ig, P' IlsetscL!' Public ..Schoni Children of Ages Six-through Nine to
the Questions, "Whiti: Girl Is the. Best Student?" and "Which Boy Is the Best
Student?" by Race, in 1972 and_1976

Racial Category
and Year

Children Children Neither
of of Race,or

Own Race Other Race Not Sure
(Peroent) (Percent) (Percent)

Afro-American: 1972 (N=50) 36.0 40.0 24.0
1976 (N=51)* 43.1 33.3 23.5

Euro-American: 1972 (N=103) 57.3 11.6 31.1
1976 (N=106) 55.7 14.2 30.2

*Significantly different from Euro-American: 1976 at .02 level by X2 test.

Racial Classification

The final measure on the MPI concerns the ability of the subjects to

classify persons in a racially "correct" manner, i. e., to amply racial

labels in the way adults in our society do_ Racial se1D-classification is

determined-by asking the subjects to whioh racial Category they belong.

As indicated earlier, this is the first time the MPI uses racial terms

in an explicit manner. The measures of racial acceptance, preference,

similarity, and bias ddd not involve any mention of the race of the persons

depicted, while racial mlassification ability and racial self-classification

did use the racial termathemselves.

Racial Classification Ability. One of the problems in the measurement

of the ability to classify races correctly is to determine which racial

2 0
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designations are currently in widest use. So far as the major term to

identify Etro-Americans is concerned, the problem has been minimal, for

"white" has been consistently employed. "Caucasian" has occasionally been

used, but not in everyday speech. On the other hand, there have been changea

in the popularity of terms used for designating Ar-o-Amerioans. When the

. Lest ' in Ll:e late 19305 and early 1940s they reported that "colored"

was the term momt familiar to their subjects in both the north and souah

(Clark and Clark, 1947). Later the term "Negro" was. wily used, folamwed by

"black" toward the end of the 1960s. Today, Nplack"is-the designatinn that

dominates, not only to denote the racial category but also to connote a philo-

sophical and=alitical position of considerable importance for many Afro-

Americans. Antually, the NPI tested for the recognition of all of these

terms. It dit so by beginning with Photograph 6 (three Afro and three Euro

boys) and asktng the respondents if they saw a white person0.andl if so to

point to the white person. For the same photograph, questions were asked

about a black person, a Negro, a Caucasian, and a coldred person. The same

questions were then asked about Photograph 5 and the remaining photographs.

If the subjects were correct each time, or if they missed only once, they

were scored "High" in racial classification ability for the term in question.

They were scored "Low" if they missed more than once.

The terms "black" and "white" could be applied correctly to those in

the pictures by all of the Afro-American respondents and by all but three

of the Euro,Americans. This result was very similarto that found in 1972,

when all of...the subjects, both Afro and Euro, scored "High" in their know-

ledge of these two terms.

Quite different results were found, howetrer, in the ability to use the

other three terms, as Table 11 allows. There was a significant decline in
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the number of respondents, both Afro and Euro, who could use the terms "color-"

and "Negro" with high ability. "Catcasian" con- '1 known by compara-

tively few of the subjects. A similar proportion Oi E.:To respondent

scored "High" in their ability to use these terms in both 1972 and 1976.

These results show how racial terminology can change dramatically in the rel-

ative short span of four years.

Table 11. Public School Children of Ages Six through Nine Scoring "High" in
Their Ability to Use "Colored," "Negro," and "Caucasian," by Race, in 1972
and 1976

High Ability High Ability High Ability
Racial Category to Use to Use to Use
and Year "Colored" "Negro" "Caucasian"

(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

Afro-American: 1972 (N=50)* 88.0 76.0 24.0
1976 (N=51) 64.9 27.5 17.6

Euro-American: 1972 (N=103)** 87.4 70.9 5.8
1976 (N=106) 60.4 27.4 14.2

*Significantly different from Afro-American:1976 in ability to use "Colored"
at .01 level and in ability to use "Negro" at .001 level by X2 test.

**Significantly different. from Euro-American:1976 in ability to use "Colored"
at .001, level andability to use "Negro" at .001 level and in ability to
use "Causasian" at .05 level by X2 test.

Racial Self-Classification. The final question asked on the MPI determined

racial self-classification of the respondents. IMmediately after the questions

on racial classification ability had been concluded, the respondents were asked,

"Are you black, or are you white?" All of the 1976.respondents, both Afrn and

Euro, who scored "High" in their ability to use these two terms, answered

corrtlr. In 1972 all but seven of the subjects had placed themselves in the

correct racial category.

It could be expected that when children are assigned to schools and tc

classes within the schools on the basis of race in order to achieve racial
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balance that they would realize to which race they belonged because of

their assignment, if they did not already know their racial affiliation.

But the fact that all of theSe children in kindergarten through the third

grade did know their race takes on special importance when compared with

the racial self-classification of preschool children in Lynchburg. Between

one-fourth and one-third of the Afro-American preschool children scoring

high in racial classification ability have classified themselves as white

in past studies. The latest of these studies was conducted in the spring

and summer of 1975, and 35 percent of the Afro preschoolers who had demon-

strated that they knew how to apply the terms "black" and "white" correctly

to the models in the photographs said they were white (Savory, 1976). For

the Afro children in the beginning grades of the public schools, then,

the 100 percent correct racial self-classification constitutes a change of

considerable magnitude. Incidentally, the preschool Euro children of high

racial classification ability rarely if ever place themselves in the incorrect

racial category.

Summary

There were several significant changes in the responses of.young.Lynch-

burg public school children after four years of racial balance. Before

summarizing these we need to remind ourselves that while the children being

compared were of the same azes and in the same grades they were not the same

children. In other words, we are not talking about differences in the re-

sponses of identical children but rather the differences in the responses of

children in a school system that has changed from being racially segregated

to being racially balanced, We assume that the differences found in racial

attitude are related to differences that have occurred in the school setting,

although we cannot claim that the alteration in the school system alone
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brought about the differences in response. Other alterations have occurred

in the Lynchburg community and in the nation that might well have affected

attitudes.

The major finding that supports the equal-statu5 contact theory is that

Euro students in 1976 were significantly more likely to accept Afro students

than was the case in 1972. A corollary of the equal-status contact theory

suggested by this study is that equal-status contact not only promotes more

favorable attitudes across racial lines but also greater racial self-acceptance.

The latter is particularly logical in a country where a basic norm is that a

person should identify with and be proud of the race to which the society says

that person belongs (Morland and Suthers, 1975). Insupport of this corollary

of the equal-status contact theory is the significantly greatEr preference for

Afro-Americans by Afro subjects in 1976. And we need to recall that results of

the MPI show that preference for one's own race does not mean rejection of the

other race when no choice is'involved. It.might also be noted that for Euro

subjects there were significant increases in 1976 in preference for own race,

7aqeown / self-preference, and perception of similarity to own race.

Although the findings show that there was greater preference for and

identification with their own racelpy bcth Afro and Euro respondents, the

Euro children were significantly more likely to identify with their race

than the Afro with theirs on six of the measures made in 1976. Signifi-

cantly more Euro than Afro children preferred their own race, indicated own

race self-preference, perceived themselves and their mothers as similar to

models of their ow r. race, and indicated that those of their race were the best,

students. These findings can be interpreted through the structural-normative

theory to be a reflection of the greater power, Etatus, and privilege Euro-

Americans continue to have in American society.

Although not necessarily related to racial attitude, one other significant

difference between the 1972 and 1976 respondents was the decline in the number of

Afro and Euro children who knew the termE "Negro" and "colored."
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PART II. RACIAL ATTITUDES OF OLDER CHILDREN

The MPI was not appropriate for determining the racial attitudes of

children beyond the third grade. Therefore different measuring instru-

ments were used with the older children, a semantic differential test

to determine the direction of attitude and a social distance test to

reveal the content of attitude.

The Sample

The same kinds of lists of names of students in the Lynchburg public

schools as used with the younger children, namely alphabetical listings

by year of birth, race, and sex, were employed in drawing the sample of

older children. Random samples were drawn from those born in 1958, 1960,

1962, and 1964 in order to replicate the sample of the 1972 study. These

students were primarily in the 12th, 10th, 8th, and 6th grades. A letter

describing the study and inviting participation was mailed to each student

selected. As was the procedure in 1972, the students were invited to

Randolph-Mcon to fill in the questionnaires at specific times during the

week. Each participant was promised the sum of five dollars to compensate

for time and travel. A post card was enclosed on which the responden

could indicate his willingness to participate and the time he would like

to come. A place on the card was provided for the signature of the parent

or guardian to give approval for their child to participate. A copy of

the letter of invitation and of the card enclosed is found in Appendix C.

About sixty percent of those selected returned cards Saying they would

participate and actually came for the testing. Additional names were

chosen at random until the sample totaled 160, about five percent of the

Lynchburg public school children born in the stated years. Of the 160,
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53 were Afro-Americans and 107 Euro-Americans, almost exactly the same

proportion of the two races in the age categories from which the sample

was drawn. Also, males and females were almost equal in number in the

age and racial categories. Table 12 compares the make-up of the 1972

and 1976 samples. Itwould have been possible to have exactly matched

the 1972 sample in the numbers in each age and racial category in the

1976 sample, but this would have made the latter non-random. The random

sample made it possible to generalizo to all of the Lynchburg public school

children of those ages for 1976 as well as for 1972.

Table 12. Number of Students in the 1972 and 1976 Random Samples of Older
Public School Children, by Race and by Age

Race of Respondent
Age of
Respondent

Afro-American Euro-American
1972 1976 1972 1976

12 Years of Age 11 12 25 27

14 Years of Age 10 12 29 30
16 Years of Age 17 19 27 28
18 Years of Age 12 10 25 22

Totals 50 53 106 107

Data Collection

The same measuring instruments used in 1972 were used in 1976 in

order for direct comparisons to be made. The semantic differential test

was constructed by taking ten pairs of evaluative adjectives from those

which had been factor analyzed by Osgood and his associates (1957). There

considerable evidence which shows that these evaluative adjectives

measure attitude (Morland and Williams, 1969; Williams and Roberson,

1967). Eighteen different concepts were evaluated by the semantic dif-.

ferential test. First were five race-related color names: red, black;

brown, white, and yellow. Next came two reference terms, friend and

.eneMy, which serveito check the validity of the measure. Finally came

26 eight racial-ethnic terms: American, Chinese American, Black American,
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Mexican American, Japanese American, White American, Puerto Rican American,

and American Indian. A sample sheet from the semantic differential test,

along with the set of directions, is found in Appendix D.

The second measure of the attitudes of older children was a modified

Bogardus social distance test (Bogardus, 1958). Questions similar to those

on the standard social distance test were devised and tested -with Randolph-

Macon students. Seven revisions of the test were made before consistent

social distance ratings were given. The form of the test used asked the

respondents to indicate if they would be-willing to have a member of the

particular category in question (e.g., American Indian) to go to a party

they were attending, live in their neighborhood, be a member of-their

team, live next door, go to a party as their date, marry their brother or

sister, be a close friend, marry them. These questions were asked for the

following: American Indian, Black American, Chinese American, Japanese

American, Mexican American, Puerto Rican American, and White American. One

page of the social distance test and the directions for taking it are found

in Appendix E.

The semantic differential and social distance tests supplement each

other. The semantic differential gives the direction of attitude, while

the social distance test gives insight into the content of the attitude

(Woodmansee and Cook, 1967). Used together, these two tests can show

whether there has been a change in direction or in content of racial at-

titudes, or in both.

Results of the Semantic Differential Test

The particular color name, reference group, or racial-ethnic category

reacted to in the semantic differential test received a scorn based on the

assignment of the digits 1 through 7 to the positions between each paired
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set of adjectives. The digit 1 was assigned the most favorable response

and 7 the least favorable. With ten adjective pairs in the test, there were

ten numerical assignments for each of the concepts rated. for each of the

respondents. The mean evaluative scores calculated for each concept by

race of the respondent and for each of the two years of testing are

summarized in Table 13.

Table 13. Mean Semantic Differential Evaluative Scores* Assigned to
Concepts by Older** Public School Children, by Race, in 1972.and 1976

Concept
Evaluated

Race of Respondent
Afro-American Ebro-American
1972 1976 1972 1976

Red 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.3
Black 2.8 3.2 4.7 4 8
Brown 3.5 2.9 4.1 4.2
White 3.1 2.7 2.2 2.2
Yellow 2.6 2.4 2.8 2.5

Fr, end 2.1 1.9 1.5 1.8
Enemy 5.7 5.4 5.9 5.9

kmerican 3.1 2.2 2.4 2.4
Chinese American 2.9 2.7 -3.0 2,9
B1a7k American 2.4 2.3 3.6 3.5 .

Mexican American 3.3- 2.8 3.1 3.5
Japanese American 3.2 2.8 2.8 2.8
Wbdte American 3.3 2.8 2.5 2.6
PI;erto Ri.:an American 3.0 2.9 3.2 3.0
American Indian 2.9 2.6 2.6 2.5

*The lower the score, the more favorable the evaluation. The possible
range is from 1.0 (most favorable) to 7.0 (least favorable).

**Random samples of ages 12, 14, 16, and 18.

There are several findings that stand out in this table. First, the

Afro-American students in 1976 gave a more favorable svaluation of "White

American" than did the Afro-American students in 1972. Likewise, Euro-

American sttLgentb in 1976 had a more favorable evaluation of "Black A-

merican" than was the case with Euro-American students in 1972. These

results are in accord with what would be expected from the equal-status
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contact theory. Another significant finding is that "American" was more

favorably evaluated by Afro-American students in 1976 than in 1972, and

it was evaluated very much like "Black American" in 1976 in contrast to

the 1972 study. In fact, "American" was evaluated more favorably by Afro-

than by Euro-Americans. It is interesting to note that both Afro and Euro

students evaluated "American" more favorably than any other racial-ethnic

category, including the one to which the respondent belonged. It can also

be noted that almost all of the racial-ethnic categories were evaluated

more favorably in 1976 than in 1972 by both racial groupings, possibly

reflecting the renewed emphasis in American society on cultural pluralism

and ethnicity%

Two other findings will be noted. The color "Black" was rated less

favorably.by both Afro- and Etro-American students in 1976 compared to

1972. This was not expected because of.the emphasis on black being

beautiful during the four-year period. Finally, the concepts "Friend"

and "Ehemy" again served as a useful check on the validity of the semantic

'differential test as a measure of favorable and unfavorable attitudes.

"Friend" was rated most favorably and "Enemy" least favorably of all the

concepts by both racial groupings.

In the 1972 semantic differential scores there were systematic vari-

ations by age among the Afro-American students but not among the Euro.

In the scores of that year, the Afro respondents rated "American" and

"White American" less and less favorably and "Black American" more and

more favorably with the increase in respondent age. On the other hand,

the Euro respondents did not vary by age, or at least they had no pat-

terned variation. Table 14 gives.responses by age for both races for

1972 and 1976. The Afro-American respondents did not vary as systematically

2 9
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Ta Mean Semantic Different -E'valnation Scores* Assigned to
Black American, and Whiti-American by Older Public. School

Stij: =, by Race and by Age,-inig117: and 1976

)f Age
f Age

Je: _;f Age

f Age

Eurc--,4tat.±- -an

`1,.ar -f Age
3 of Age
5 of Age

18 Years of Age

Gategori EValuated
Americaz_ Black Amer IPETEe An-e.rican
1972 197:: 1972 1 1972 L976

2.7 3.2 2.3 2.3 2.1
2.2 2.1 2.5 2.9 2.9
3.4 1. 2.1 2..8 3.5 2.5
3.7 2.4 2.9 3.9 3.1

2.3 2..1 3.4 3.1 2.4 2.2
2.4 2.4 3.4 3.5 2.3 2.6
2.1 2.6 3.6 3.3 2.3 2.6
2.9 2.5 3.9 3.9 3.1 3.1

*The lower the score, the more favorable the evaluation. The possible
range is from 1.0 (most favorable) to 7.0 (least favorable).

by age in 1976 as they did in 1976. In this way they were closer to the

Euro respondents in having no clear-cut relationship between response and

This break-down by age showsus that in all but.one of the age cate-

gories the Afro-American respondents had a more favorable response to

"krier'.:-an" and "White American" than was true in 1972. Further inspection

the data shows that Afro-Americans continued to rate "White American"

-nl,;re favorably than Euro-Americansrated "Black American."

R-3-su1ts of the Social Distance Test

The Bogardus social distance scale is designed to determine two

aspets of racial attitude, the nearness of relationship accorded members

of the category in question and the kind of relationship that the respon

dent would be willing.to grant. The modified social distance scale utilized

in Uhis study sought to do these two things, but it changed the possible

responses by- adding "Not Sure" to the "Yes" and "No" replies usually found-
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on the Bogardus scale. This -t].a7=the scorinE -.ras somewha7 jif=erent

on the modified scale. Each uY rsçe was scored 1, each " Sure"

4.5, and each "Non 8. The t1;f thEne -?:plies for th eight cil:e:ons on

the soc:Lal distance tes-... were :lvided by 8, that th.e ssible

range of responses would be from. least social distance) tc. 8.0

(the most social distance).

The mean social distance soolr. 717 'a.ce of the respondents, are

given in Table 15 for 1972 and 11-7- general way- these resly-ses

follow the directions of the rea_. the semantic differential. The

least social distance, as might r.=xprri:.:,d, was for the racial category

to which the respondent belonged li-c--..Americans showed less social dis-

tance for "White American" than 1. ,ro-4ericans showed for "Black American."

TablR 15. Mean Social Distance _B.c.cire5* Assigned to Racial-Ethnic Categories

by Older** Public School Children, by Race, in 1972 and 1976

Concept
Evaluated

Race of Respondent
Aframerican Euro-American
1972 1376 1972 1976

American Indian .2.9 2_,? 2.3 2.1

Black American 1.8 2.'2, 4.1 3.9

Chinese American 3.3 2.6 2.5

Japanese American 3.7 -.) 2.5 2.5

Mexican American 3.2 .'_3 2.6 2.3

Puerto Rican American 3.3 -,7 207 2.4

Whife American 3.7 ..:.1 1.2 1.2

*The lower the score, the less the social distance. The possible

range is from 1.0 (least distance) to 8.0 (most distance).
**Random sample of ages 12, 14, 16, and 18.

Although the social distance scorea 1976 were very close to those in

1972, there were two important differences . Afro-American respondents

had a lower social distance scor or "White American" in 1976 than in

1972, and Euro-Americans had a 1:L.we: social distance score for "Black

American" in 1976 compared to 1972. Once again, this derease in social
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although not great, _ Ln accord with the ecual-status contact

:able 16 gives the mean social distance scores foAhe four age oate-

,:hih each of the -,ces. Afrc)-American responses showed less sooial

from "White Americen" in thre-e of the four age cateEories in 1976

:172, Also, in 1976 there was a consistent decrease in social

_lce from "White American" by age among the Afro-American students.

.pf these findings lend some support to the equal-status contact theory.

T. were sizeable decreases in the 1976 Euro-American social distance

Ta:1 16. Mean Social Distance Scores* Assigned to Black American and to
Wh1:-- American by Older Public School Students, by Race and by Age, in
19-12 and 1976

Race and Age
f Respondent

Racial Category Scored
Black American White American,
1972 . 1976 1972 1976

Afrc-American:
12 Years of Age 2.8 2.7 4.0 33
14 Yea-s cf Age 1.7 2.0 3.4 3.2

]' Ycars of Age 1.7 1.7 4.8 3.0
Years of Age 1.0 1.6 2.7 2.9

Eur-:-American:
12 --rears aP Age 4.6 4.1 1.3
14 :ears of )4.'e -4.1 4.2 1.0 13
,Lt -,:esrs of Age 4..1 3.4 1.2 1.2
.- fears of Age 3.8 3.8 1.1 1.71

*The lower the score, the less the social distance. The possible
range is from 1.0 (11sast distance) to 8.0 (moat distance).

c,Dres r 'B1ak kmericam" in two of the age categories, compared to

1:=72 sc-cres. In the other two age categories, however, there was

almost no difference b.eween the mean scores in the two years. Again,

these findinrs give limited support to the equal-status contact theory.

As was the case in 1972, Afro-American students showed a decrease

in social distance for "Black American" with an increase in age. This
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nso is more related to the increas- the so-

-2ietal norm that Amer-Lcahs should prefer anJ. ic= -ify wfth eir own ra-

cial caoegor:55ratner that: to the consequences c equa_- -.tus contact

As atated earL r. clarifitatLon o: his nc-7n -ar be thouTht

the
cf as - corolLary-to:eql__--_,s7u=s contact theor::, Eurc-4.nonican students,

nowe-lo: had less sociaL_L-inoe from "intite ::nan kfro-AmeTican

can from "Black American in each age category, on:e agatm refleeting the

more fa7crable position Di whites in American soc:ety.

Summary.

The major finding in comparing the responses of the older public

sehool students in 1972 and 1976 is a more favorable attitude in 1976

of the two races toward une another. :Both the direction of the attitude

(as zeasured fy the semamtic differential) and the contamt of the atti-

tue-:- (as measuzed by the social distance soa1e) were more favorable.

This finding :-.2s in accord with the structural-normative and equal-status

contact theories, and it raises an interesting ouestion about the con-

clon of a recent study of the effects of equal-statue ntact. In

that stuay, aobinson and Preston 1976) found that contact -cetween black

and white teachers in an in-traiEing instite on school desegregation

in Houston, Texe.s.was =re effective in bru:uging about a lessening of

prejudLce in whites than = blacks. The alltnorr, attributetd the dif-

ference to the ways in whtUch blacks and =tes -:-1:-ewed the contact. For

w'nites the interracial_inatit vas pence-ived ,:calal-status conta,ot,

but blacks did not viewim thua way. In Lynchb=7 the stutants of both

races had more favorable attitutes toward one another aftea four years

of ra-A_al balance. It would be informative to know if both Afro and

Euro students considered the contact in the schools to be Jri the basis
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eol.:a lit y T are, :ever er factors in the- -7-hohburz

717 cn tha re not o-:.resent the -Hbuston study, theater

,tnt of time ini the yo:Irger za.--es. of -che participants_ 3:x:

=-se c'ct:: 3 c.7--cl to differences =J. :he results

suie.

-inop:.:-tant fi.nding wan:: at older students needs P.o be

ghlighted is 7 a change h Afro-Am-sitacan students to a ore favorable

e-.7aluation of :,:r-erican" and to a Zrear:=..r similarity in evaluation of

"American" and -'7--,lack Ame-i can" Thi:s finding can .te interpreted

to mean that these Afro-American students thought of themsves as Ameri-

.:ins in 1976 more than Afro-Americ-an students did in 1972.

17.ONCLII.).112N

This replication study had both thecretical amd practical objectives.

Ra,zicalay it. sought 7.to find o,it Athat Lappens no the racial attitudes of

s-:ho7,1 children ,-nder racial hialia-rxce in a pub--,_ic sohi system9 that

s:ra:t:r in .nth the stru-T:ture a char so tnat :=3

kind :f relations r L.:es is one

who h th -.=L, is equal-':,:t:=:s amonir tdle s Ac:oording

to the stru.7- L-ral-normati is titer, :soctia-- st-no:tture that is

cru::ial in t-:-a fcrm4to:7-il of riC.:::ML -that, -el:pp= prej,,.11.:e, 'and with the

change in str ure, ovided tha. nas beer-, tame, there will

be a change in norms. With the =es:di-ion of 7n-eater 0aan7 in status

wit,h 'racial balance (a change _in: a.7).c2...F...1 structure), two kimds of predic-

tions can be made: there will- be a reduction of prejudice across racial

lines and greater racial self-acs-eptance by those in toe m=ority race

(changes in norms). 34
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--dted ext o' h f these t _ngc

1 children dur17;77. :ur year s :lanc e , In 1

. acceptance and mor e favorabl,,, att across rar4 al

ahd ai d.istance betwee;1 the races 7 ha I in 1_972.

:ere cia: self-accept
.

7 7,..'..1=a1_7, 7:ore

::le 1-_- both race':

7:7s:i:a:an -flange an t he din
. _ le ra T.1.= 1

_des. -_-_e=e was in no _instanre a
cs:::ns_ ..7'.,77.re-L an

7 77 .f 7 F3e unav able 'act&l attit-tdes 12.h.f.er aLLal 1:7,lanoe.

l. pr-i:tical stud:;:- ,7upport:7, th.-. :it.1-1.tion tk-a-

scr_ool:7 aan toward n' . e f.-.--:1-ade acaL attit

the students involver'. A:, the same does not n th,J;

Etvement in-z-.o racially balanced schools to a suff_Tien-r: ccnc.-...tion for

mciring .7.cre fa,Torable attitudes between tas racer.. One varia::_e that

a_f...ts the outcor-4e of a change 7.n sT--uct---.7. equal-s: at-is

a more 1Licely, as a' 5 the attitde cd

pants t -1:1-ard that change. If t'r,7. ' a72(..5. more -spe-. _

t he part-icipant . see the chanp.-

of status as desirat1,2, then for

in racial (__Ltt-an, l9;1.t3 RobinTn and

Presto- 1976). Lynchb= .11, with whates and blar'ks

all parts of the :.-try, Alt:::.ugh housing tends to be segregate::

in tb- 7-2rious parts of t.r.e cit 7, such se,7egataon is by no means rigic-

Rn:aa balance did not invr_:,lve bu_sing orver long distantes or any from

v-e1:1-,:-_,tablished ethnic neig-.7borr.-..odS, dad it involcre sending

ant o might be consider,-,d neigh.--Jozrods. busing

balance wa-if r. r..._-ans welcomed i....__Lynhbarg, it. was

adh,ered to, reluctantly b: many, hot without significant develo cent of
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11,e Cr the r:loving of families into surrounding co7.inties

to avoid extensive integration. Also, school and city officials

d-i-ternined that- the transition to racially balanced schools would

and that the treatment of races in the schools would be

2k71.1T. cnal studies ne-ed to be rcade of the variovs c=Litions under

racr1_al balanc,a in schools has taken plac e. and haw-tze condLtions

ar r-:-Iated to racial attitudes. Such studies could tezz. f'_urther the

E7Irilcral-normati-te and equal-status contaclktheories
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APPENDIX A

Let.--:.er and Card Sent to Younger Children

Dear Pa-r-nt,

ara in charge of a research project on children's attitudes being

onducted by Randolph-Macon. From a list of all the school children in
Lyn.7:1b-::xg, I chose a few names at random, and your child, §eme of child],
is among those chosen to be interviewed. The interview takes less than

en minutes and consists of asking questions about a set of pictures.
There are no right or wrong answers to the questions, and children enjoy
the "picture game." When the project is completed, I shall be happy to
mail you a copy of the written report if you wish. The name of your child

will not be used in any way in the report, for all of those interviewed
are to be anonymou..

One of my stuz-..ents would like to visit your home to conduct the inter-
view on a day and at a time of your choosing. She will bring a gift for

your child as a wa-7- of showing our appreciation for your help with the

e s ear ch pro jec7, .

Enclosed ie a poszcard with places for you to indicate the day of the
week and the homr of the day that would usually be most convenient for the
-Irlsit of the stmdent. When you return your card, the student who.is to do
the intervieWing will-7-;elephone you to set up a definite day and hour for

the visit. Or .7.7com may call me at RandolPh-Placon, 846-7392, Extension 433.

I hope your reply-is favorable and that you will returh the card soon.

Sincerely yours,

J. Kenneth MOrland
Professor

am willing fcr my child to be interviewed: Yes ; No

(signature of parent or guardianT

Name of child
(please print)

Day of week preferred

Time of day preferred

Telephone: Yes . If yes, Number:

37
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APPENDIX B

. Harland Picture Interview _(!PI)

General Explanation

The pictnre interview is designed to measure racial acceptance, preference,
self-preference, perception of racial similarity, bias, and racial classi-
:Lc:al:ion ability of young children.

"fere are two parts to the interview. The first makes no mention of race
ahci is designed to find out if the respondent accepts, prefers, and sees
himsilf and his parents as similar to his own or to the other race. The

part: attempts to measure the ability of the respondent to apply
term5 correctly to the models in the pictures, to the interviewer,
himself.

In:sr...-.1.ew Questions

Paz.!. A,

I. First (or Second) Photograph (six white children, three boys and three
I_This is the first picture for white respondents, the second

for:clack]
What do you see in this picture?
/fhis is the initial warm,-up question for each of the pictures in
the first part of the test. It is also designed to see if there
i5 spontanecus racial awareness, which is indicated if the re-
spondent employs any racial term in his answerj

yo.i like to play with these children?. Why or why not?
. .

:Trias is scored as Acceptance if the respondent replies "Yes";
Non-Aptan.se if the respondent replies "No," and answers the
"kiy not?" with a non-racial reason; Rejection if the reply is
'Tic" a racial reasonj

IL Second (or First) Photograph (six black children, three boys and three
girst picture for black respondents, second for whitej

What do you see in this picture?
W7,ald you ljke to play with these children? Why or why not?

3. (Pointing to both the first and second photographs) Wbuld you
raTher play with these children, or with these?'
LThis is the first measure of racial preferencej
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III. Third r'lotograph (six men, three black and three white).
1. What do you see in this picture?
2. Does this man look more like your father or does he? (point

to men of different races, and repeat the question for the
other two racial pairs.)

3. (pointing to all of the men) Which one looks most like your
father? /T measure of perception of racial silaritil

IV, Foarth Photograph (six women, three white and three black)
(Repeat the questions for the Third Photograph, using "mother"
instead of "father.")

V. Fifth Photograph (six girls, three black and three white)
1. What do you see in this picture?
2. (Pointing to one of the blacks) Would you like to play with this

girl? Why or why not? Ca'n acceptance measure7
3> (Pointing to one of the whites) Would you like to play with this

girl? Why or why not? 5n acceptance measure7
4. (Pointing to all of the children) Which one would. you most Iike

to play with?) 5 preference measurg
Which of these girls is the prettiest? 5 bias question7

5, Which of these girls is the best student? 5 bias question7
7 Which of these girls is the nicest? bias question7

(If the respondent is a girl, ask the following questions
about the Fifth Photograph; if the respondent is a boy, ask
the following questions about the Sixth Photograph.)

8, (Pointing to each pair of black and white models) Do you look more
like thie-girl or Iike that one? Ziiieasures of perception of similarity
to selg

3, (Pointing to all of the girls) Which one do Lou look most like?
5.easure of perception of similarity to selg

IC< (Pointing to each racial pair) Would you rather be this girl or
that one? 5easures of racial self-preferencg

11, (Pointing to all of the girls) Whichlone would you most like to be?
5easure of racial se1f-preference7

VI. Sixth Photograph (six boys, three white and three black)
(Repeat the first seven questions under the Fifth Photograph. If the
respondent is a boy, repeat the remaining questions under the Fifth
Photograph.)

3 9
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Pdr7. B,

(Tell the subject that you want him to look at the :pictures once =re.

Beginning with the Sixth Photograp:t, and continming thro7.2gh the re

maining photographs, ask the sut,'ject):

Do you sea a black person in his picture? Point t: _he black person.

2. D.) ycL. see a -white person in :his picture- Point to white person.

see a Negro in This picture? Poi-rt to t-le Negro.

L. Dc -W,1: see a colored person 7.Ji this pic Etint tn the

colored person.

y:-:,11 see a Caucasian in this picture? Poi.= to the Caucasian.

(For each of the terns above thzt the resporn2a;:t gets correct each

time, or misses only once--i.. e., for which the respandent scores

"High"--ask the following without using the piztures)

1_ Am I /17he interviewer7 black?:

2. Am I white?

3. Am I a Negro?

L. Am I colored?

, A I a Cair:;asian?

Are L7:7J. LThe respondent7 black?

3.

A:e whi4'e?

Are a Ne,7ro?

Ar-e c.okred?

Are yr, a Caucasian?
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APPENDIX C

Letter and Card Sent to Older Children

Dear Student,

I am in charge of a research project on.student attitudes which is
being conducted by Randolph-Macon. You are among those who have been ran-
domly chosen to participate in the study. We need your help in answering
two questionnaires requiring about thirty minutes of your time. This is a
study in which you will not be identified in any way, for all responses are
to be anonymous. You will be given$5.00 to compensate for your time and
transportation.

The que-stionnaires Will be given at Randolph-Macon at the following
times:

Wednesday, May 5th, at 4:00 and 5:00 PM
Thursday, May 6th, at 4:00 and 5:00 PM
Friday, May 7th, at 4:00 and 5:00 PM
Saturday, May 8th, at 10:00 and 11:00 AM

and
Thursday, May 13th,at 4:00 and 5:00 PM
Friday, May 14th, at 4:00 and 5:00 PM
Saturday, May 15th, at 10:00 and 11:00 AM

You may choose any one of these times that is convenient. Enclosed is a.
postal card on which you can indicate whether ornot you wish to participate,
which of the days and times you plan to come, and a place for your parent or
guardian to indicate approval. Come to Main Hall Lobby of the College; and
ask at the Information Desk for Room 138, which is on the corridor just to
the left as you enter Main Hall.

I hope very much that you carchelp us with this research project.

Sincerely yours,

J, Kenneth Morland
Professor

--

Name (please print)

I am willing to participate: Yes ; No

I plan to come: at

(day of week) (time of day)

Signature of parent or guardian:
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.APPENDIX D

Questionnaire I: Semantic Differential

Directions:

The purpose of this study is to find out how students feel about certain
words. On each page that follows you will find a differAnt word and be-
neath it a set of adjectives.

For example, assume that the word at the top of the page is PURPLE. If
you feel thatthis word is very closely related to one of the two pairs
of adjectives found_on each line, place your check-mark as follows:

beautiful X :

beautiful
or

: ugly

: X ugly

If you feel that this word is .quite closely related to one of the two
pairs of adjectives found on each line, place your check-mark'as follows:

beautiful

b.sautiful

X : .1.a.*7. ugly
or

X : ugly

If y.-5u feel that this word is only slightly related to one of the two
pairs of adjectives found on each line, place your check-mark as follows:

X : : ugly
or

1.-eautiful X uglY

If you feel that this word is no closer to one adjective than it is to the
other, or if the adjectives are unrelated to the word, place your check-
mark in the middle space, as follows:

beautiful ugly

po not sign your nams, but give the following information about yourself:

Date of your birth
(month) (day) (year)

Your race

Your sex

Your grade in school 4 2
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YELLOW

beautiful ugly

clean dirty

sad happy

fair unfair

dishonest honest

unpleasant pleasant'

brave cowardly

awful nice

cruel kind

good bad

(Each of the remaining pages of the questionnaire contained the ahove
adjectives, with the following additional terms on separate pages:
Red; Black; Brown; White; Friend; Ehemy; American; Chinese
American; Black American; Mexican American; Japanese American;
White American; Puerto Rican American; and American Indian.)
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APPENDIX E

Questionnaire II: Social Distance Test

Directions:

This study is an attempt to find out how Americans feel about each other.
Do not sign your name, but please give the following information about
yourself:

Date of your birth
(Mbnth) (Day) (Year

Your race

Your sex

Your grade in school

When answering questions about the following groups, try to think of the
group in general instead of any specific individual. It is your first,
quick impression that is wanted.

American Indians. I would be willing to have a member of this group:

1.

2.

Go to a party Pm attending.

Live in my neighborhood.

Yes ; No ; Not sure

Yes ; No ; Not sure

30 Be a member of my team. Yes 5 No 5 Not sure

Live next door to me. Yes ; No ; Not sure

50 Go to a party as my date. Yes ; No ; Not-sure

6. Marry my brother or my sister. Yes ; No ; Not sure

7. Be a close, personal friend of mine. Yes ; No ; Not sure

8. Marry me. Yes ; No ; Not sure

Comment:

(The rest of the questionnaire contained the above statements to be used
with the following racial-ethnic categories: Black Americars; Chinese
Americans; Japanese Americans; Mexican Ameridans; Puerto Rican
Americans; and White Americans.)

4
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